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CHAPTER 2

Tina Smith

Remembering District Six:
the restorative art of Lionel Davis
District Six: a rite of passage

1

District Six was named the sixth municipal district of Cape Town in 1867.
Established as a mixed community
of freed slaves, merchants, artisans,
labourers and immigrants, it was a
culturally vibrant, working class, inner-city neighbourhood by 1966, when
it fell victim to the harsh apartheid
laws of forced removals displacing
almost 60 000 residents.

2

Simonstown was established as the
first naval base by the Dutch East India Company in 1743. Located about
30 km from District Six on the False
Bay coast, it had a mixed descendant
community of Khoisan, freed slaves,
and immigrants. In 1967 it was proclaimed a ‘whites only’ area.

3

Richard Rive, “District Six: Fact and
Fiction,” in The Struggle for District Six:
Past and Present, eds. Shamil Jeppie
and Crain Soudien (Cape Town: Buchu
Books, 1990), 112.

4

Crain Soudien, “Holding on to the past:
working with ‘myths’ of District Six,” in
Recalling Community in Cape Town:
Creating and Curating the District Six
Museum, eds. Ciraj Rassool and Sandra Prosalendis (Cape Town: District
Six Museum, 2001), 103.

5

Crain Soudien and Lalou Meltzer, “District Six: Representation and Struggle,”
in ibid., 67.

6

Lucien le Grange, “The Urbanism of
District Six,” in The Last Days of District
Six: Photographs of Jan Greshof (Cape
Town: District Six Museum, 1996), 9.

7

All quotes, unless otherwise indicated,
are drawn from Tina Smith’s interviews with Lionel Davis, January and
July 2016.

8

Barbara Voss discusses Davis’ early
visual influences in Chapter 7.

District Six Memory Map,
District Six Museum (detail)

Lionel Davis was the only son born to Hetty (née Kesner) and John Davis on the
21st of June 1936 in District Six, Cape Town.1. His family history, as far as he knows,
was of mixed ancestry, his paternal side coming from Sierra Leone and his
maternal side descended from slave, Khoisan and Dutch origins. Both his parents
were born in Simonstown and later settled in District Six.2 At the time of Davis’
birth he had two older sisters, Joyce and Muriel. The children lived with their
parents in a tenement building at the corner of DeKorte and Mckenzie Streets.
After the death of his father, when Davis was four years old, the family moved to
101 Canterbury Street, where he lived until his arrest in 1963.
Raising a family in the District Six that Lionel Davis grew up in was not an
easy matter. His mother held several jobs to make ends meet; she worked as
a machinist in a clothing factory for almost 20 years, later in a hotel and in
domestic service. Despite the grinding poverty and hardship for Davis’ family
and many who lived there, it was home. Writer and former resident Richard
Rive aptly claims that the District “had a mind and soul of its own. It had a
homogeneity that created a sense of belonging.”3 Situated close to the docks
and city centre, and between the foot of Table Mountain and the sea, District Six
birthed a rich cultural tapestry and a cosmopolitan urbanity that had its early
heritage in slavery and immigrant communities. Against the odds, it redefined
its own identity and spirit of place. According to Crain Soudien, “people in the
District lived within and across the limiting boundaries of race, religion, culture
and class.”4 Contrary to the perception of the authorities that stigmatised it as
an over-crowded, rundown and crime infested slum, District Six existed “as a
place unto itself,”5 it was a community that defied its own stereotypes and was
irreverent to official apartheid norms.
The spirit of District Six was communicated through its lively street culture; a
performance space of the everyday, where the ordinary and extraordinary
converged, and where exchanges and interactions were played out in rhythmical
cycles. The street was “a place of work, of buying and selling, the place for
interacting and meeting, and the stage set for civic and cultural ceremonies,”6 a
public arena where identities were shaped and ‘performed’. For the young Davis
the streets of District Six provided his initial introduction to ‘informal schooling’,
and was where his political consciousness was nurtured and honed. It was there
that he felt a sense of freedom and connectedness, opening up his view of the
world and transforming his playful innocence into a curious search for a sense
of identity and meaning – a rite of passage. Davis recalls, “I had a very happy
childhood. I interacted with the children in the community. It was a time when
we lived in very cramped conditions, there was no sense of privacy, and I didn’t
know what the word privacy meant. Our playground was the street. The only
time we went home was to eat or when we went to bed. Otherwise we played
in the street from the morning until night time.”7
Davis’ first encounters with drawing were when he was about eight or nine
years old. He says, “I realised that I started drawing in the street with no
training but somehow I think it’s innate for young people to want to be creative
somewhere or the other, and I‘m sure we are influenced by what we see around
us.” He talks of his vivid memories of comic books and how he’d often tried to
copy these illustrations. He also recalls the influence of films that captured his
imagination. These stimulated his curiosity for drawing and seeing the world
around him differently.8
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Similarly, his curiosity was further roused by the annual Minstrel Carnival parade;
it would have a lasting influence on him. “The Klopse9 was another aspect of
my life that was enjoyable, I never joined but I used to walk for miles following
the different troupes parading the streets of District Six, through the city to the
Green Point sports track. I revelled in the vibrancy; the music, the songs, the
dancing, the glittering customs and I simply loved it.” In later years, Davis would
recall and reference these impressions in his art works; it became a site where
he could grapple with issues of identity and place.10
By the time Davis reached his early twenties the stereotyping of racial identity
and class politics challenged his perception of ‘freedom’. His exposure to blatant
incidences of racial discrimination and police brutality urged him to seek
alternative answers that would give expression to his resentment. He went on to
join the African Peoples Democratic Union of South Africa (APDUSA), a branch
of the Non-European Unity Movement (NEUM). Later, along with others, he broke
away from APDUSA to form the Mao Tse-tung-inspired National Liberation Front
(NLF).11 In 1963 Davis was among a group of NLF activists who were arrested
for “Conspiring to Commit Sabotage.” They were convicted and sent to Robben
Island Prison, just before the ruthless Group Areas Act of 1950 declared District
Six a ‘whites only’ area in 1966.12

Feet on the ground
Upon Davis’ release from Robben Island in 1971, District Six was a different place to
when he had left the mainland seven years ago. The once vibrant community of
District Six was silenced as the tyranny of apartheid’s forced removal laws began
to flex its muscle. Between the late 1960s and late 1970s, the physical geography
of District Six was erased to the ground and its community condemned to barren,
racially engineered townships far from the mountain and sea.
Davis’ family found themselves displaced to the township of Manenberg, about
twenty kilometres from the city centre. It was a far cry from their home in
District Six, and the apartheid state tried to break his spirit by placing him under
house arrest for a further five years. He recalls that it was the most harrowing
time of his life, “Manenberg felt worse than being confined on the Island.” It was
in this obscurity and isolation that he found solace in drawing, not knowing
where it would eventually lead him.

9

The Kaapse Klopse or Cape Minstrel
Carnival, takes place every year on
the 2nd January (popularly referred to
as Tweede Nuwe Jaar (Second New
Year). The Carnival dates back to the
nineteenth century and has its origins
in Cape Town’s slave community. The
festivity marks the commemoration
of slave history and the tradition lives
on in this annual event.

10 See Bridget Thompson’s discussions
of Davis’ images of masquerades in
Chapter 11.
11

For more on the politics of these organisations, see Jacqueline Nolte’s
commentary in Chapter 6.

12

On 11 February 1966, the apartheid
government declared Cape Town’s
District Six a ‘whites-only’ area under
the Group Areas Act of 1950.

By chance, in 1977, after his banning order had come to an end, Davis felt his
feet on the ground again when he encountered the Community Arts Project
(CAP), then located in Mowbray. CAP gave him the creative home that he so
deeply desired, “I went to a drawing class for the first time when I was 41. I did
not know the nature of CAP, I did not know who goes there, all I knew is that I
wanted to draw. I decided I wanted to draw and I wanted to make art and to
my surprise I came to a community where everyone was welcome, and this was
during apartheid.”
At CAP Davis found a sense of community that he had lost in District Six, and
regained a camaraderie that he last felt on the Island. He reflects that, “[t]his
must have been the trigger. If I was drawing in isolation I may not have
continued with art, but because of this community spirit, the interaction between
different groups of people from all different communities without any kind of
class discrimination, it was a continuation of what I experienced in jail.”

Reawakening
With CAP as a creative anchor, the early 1980s marked a reawakening in
Davis’ artistic journey; his enthusiasm to draw was insatiable. After completing
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Wedding day of Lionel Davis’ sister Muriel, 101 Canterbury Street, District Six, c. 1955. Standing, left to right: Eileen Thomas, Hetty Davis (the artist’s
mother), Donald and Muriel De Bruyn (bridal couple), Annie Roberts, Lionel Davis, Joyce Williams (artist’s oldest sister). Sitting: Gertie Lewendaal
and Maty Lewis. Photograph courtesy Lionel Davis
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two years of a diploma course in art at the Evangelical Lutheran Church Arts
and Crafts Centre in Rorke’s Drift, KwaZulu Natal, and furthering his drawing
techniques at the Ruth Prowse School of Art and the Foundation School of Art
in Cape Town, he became more aware of his own personal growth.13 Davis
observes that, “[i]n fact it was when I got back from Rorke’s Drift that I became
more determined that things should change. I may not have had the same kind
of anger to take up arms, but I found or realised that there were other ways to
continue with the struggle for transformation.”
This revelation of art’s radical potential was heightened by Davis’ involvement
in the Culture and Resistance Festival in Botswana in 1982.14 The event, he says,
was a “continuation of that political fire.” It reframed and strengthened his
thinking about how he could play a role at CAP in channelling this new-found
creativity in a meaningful way. After the Festival he became part of a collective
of cultural activists who were instrumental in setting up the silkscreen workshop
for printing posters and T-shirts at CAP. This workshop would become one of the
most formidable alternative media voices for growing civic action.15
At the time of CAP’s relocation to the old St Philip’s Church School in Chapel
Street, District Six in 1982, Davis found himself at another juncture. He became
highly aware that the physical remnants of District Six were fast becoming
threatened and already in the throes of destruction; the place of his birth would
soon be reduced to a figment of his memory.
Eager to ply his newly found craft, Davis re-entered District Six fuelled by
emotions of anger and fervour as he witnessed the demolition. “I was angry, you
see I saw these guys pulling down those houses. I was totally anti-apartheid,
I saw them pulling down these houses with those massive bulldozers, just
breaking down those blocks of flats.” Armed with a pencil, drawing paper and
an insider’s eye, he recorded popular landmarks, buildings and streets that held
the last reminiscences of District Six.
Revisiting District Six at its most vulnerable was highly emotional for Davis. On
the one hand he was confronted with a deep sense of loss, while on the other
this experience re-enforced his determination to heed his creative calling. As he
pointed out, he had to find a way to redirect his feelings of anger into another
form of ‘struggle’. This ‘struggle’ became more than his political involvement,
it became his motivation on his journey as an artist. For Davis, artmaking is
restorative; he is able to continually exercise his critical voice and give expression
to his feelings with a spirited honesty.
In Shepherd Street D6 (1982) we see a row of dilapidated, semi-detached houses
sprawled out at the foot of Table Mountain. One is struck by the way the artist
has captured the vulnerability and desolation of these structures through his
textural use of line and form. Devoid of people, the buildings assert an emotional
presence, presenting a timeline of decay, and projecting a sense of pending doom
and pervasive sadness. Yet, these ruins were also homes where families lived and
where memories were made, and where a community felt a deep connection.
There is a deathly sombreness hanging over the homes as Table Mountain stands
witness to the last coordinates of Shepherd Street before it was erased.
13

See Elizabeth Rankin and Philippa
Hobbs’ discussion of Davis’ formative
art training in Chapter 4.

14

Davis’ role in helping organise this
conference is discussed by Jacqueline Nolte in Chapter 6.

15

Patricia de Villiers discusses Davis’
contribution to the Poster Workshop/
Media Project in Chapter 5.

With Digging up Hanover Street (1984), Davis revisits the iconic ‘capital’
of District Six. Once characterised by its rich urban cosmopolitan street
culture, Hanover Street stands in desolation, drained of life. For many who
lived there and passed through it, Hanover Street was a famous landmark,
the social and commercial artery that connected the lifeblood of the
neighbourhood. It housed the fish market, public washhouse, family-owned
shops, haberdasheries, bakers, butchers, tailors, bars and bioscopes. Hanover
Street was a space where identities were fashioned and declared, a place of
belonging as citizens of a community.
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Shepherd Street D6, 1982. Pencil on paper, 37 x 54 cm
Digging up Hanover Street, 1984. Pencil on paper, 37 x 54 cm
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At certain times of the year Hanover Street was transformed, making way
for Minstrel troupes, Christmas bands and youth brigade parades. Lucien le
Grange notes that, “as a public place, it acquired almost a mythical character
in the memories of the ex-residents.”16 In the face of its demise, Davis’ macabre
depiction of this once lively street seems almost unimaginable; Hanover Street
was dug up to make provision for a burial site. His creative use of space and
composition invites the viewer to enter and connect to the moment in a very
poignant way.
The site of the Muir Street Mosque had a strong resonance with Davis. He recalls,
“I did not have a camera and it was a period that they were still bulldozing District
Six and it was post my house arrest, so I was now allowed to go into this area
again. I wanted to capture the last bit of the house next to the Mosque before it
was destroyed, and I had to sit down and draw, that is what motivated me.”
Davis’ moving linocut Muir Street Mosque (1984) is a skilful translation from a
pencil sketch into a black and white graphic, effectively creating a melancholic
drama. Interestingly, in the absence of a camera, he framed his composition
focusing on the Mosque and adjoining house as though he was viewing
it through a lens, and his balanced use of positive and negative contrasts
resembles a film negative. His use of textural line adds dimension to the
architectural forms. Davis draws our attention to the relationship played out
between these two buildings by placing them against a solid black background,
a dramatic device that conveys a stirring story. Surviving the fate of the
bulldozers, the Mosque seemed immobilised and defenceless in its effort to
‘save’ the adjoining house. Following the demolition of District Six, it has become
a symbol and site of resilience as many of its worshipers return long after the
removals, and they remain committed to keeping the spirit of place alive.
Davis’ images of District Six include rare examples of his early explorations
of watercolour. Here he reconnects us into the neighbourhood that he knew
in an intimate way. The watercolour medium brings life to the monochrome,
grey pencil sketches. Consequently, these images appear less dismal, yet an
underlying cynicism marks the atmosphere of nostalgia.
In Francis Street D6 (1984), Davis depicts a typical double-storey tenement
building. The scene includes details of domestic activities of family life outside
a small front garden. A pathway leads towards an open front door. Davis plays
with thresholds of private and public space. Are we allowed in or merely to
observe from a distance? The sketchy qualities invite more questions: who were
the families that lived there? What was it like to be a part of this community?
What happened to them after the removals?
Similarly, in St Mark’s Church (1984), Davis shows a side view of the stone
structure of St Mark’s Church with a pathway leading towards the Moravian
Church in the distance. There is strong emphasis on the landscape and a ghostly
absence of people. Who were the congregants? What did it feel like living in the
District while the demolition was in process?
In both these watercolours Davis captures a picturesque yet surreal beauty
and serenity, seemingly softening the hard edges of poverty, deprivation and
the dreaded destruction. Davis is able to achieve this effect by surrendering
his linear structured approach to the movement and flow of the watercolour
medium, allowing for an emotive, painterly expression to emerge
16

Lucien le Grange, “District Six: Urban
place and public memory,” in Recalling
Community in Cape Town, eds. Ciraj
Rassool and Sandra Prosalendis (Cape
Town: District Six Museum, 2001), 109.

Making memories
The early 1990s saw Davis turning his attention towards a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree at the University of Cape Town. A decade after his initial images of
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Muir Street Mosque, District 6, 1984. Linocut on paper, 35 x 47.8 cm
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District Six, he revisited the theme, producing a series of black and white linocut
prints. Davis’ reflective process is never exhausted, as each time he ‘returns’
to District Six his relationship deepens. In this way, he is able to demonstrate
how memory can be reconstructed and re-imagined through a multiplicity of
personalised narratives and creative explorations.
In the artworks Vanaand gat die Poppe Dans (1994) and Home Sweet Home
(1994), Davis explores a different space to the earlier pencil sketches. Here he
draws on nostalgia, not in the sense of romanticising District Six, but rather as
a point of departure. His compositional treatment combines text and illustrated
images to evoke a lively infusion of interconnected social commentary. His ‘cut
and paste’ technique enables him to present stories-within-a-story allowing the
viewer to be immersed in a multi-layered conversation. With his insider view, he
prioritises a people-centred narrative that is expressive and tactile, characteristic
of District Six street culture. Scenes of challenging hardships and resilience are
packed with witty comments, subversive humour, and dramatic imagination,
offering us a closer look into the dense hustle and bustle of everyday and into
the lives of the ordinary.
‘Vanaand gat die poppe dans’ is an Afrikaans expression that means trouble is
coming. In this artwork he uses the allegory of the ballroom dance to tell a much
more complex story about the life and death of District Six. An invitation (bottom
right) with the words “Bloemhof Crusaders, A Grand Dance at the Fidelity Hall,”
announces the event and allows entry into the unfolding narrative of the dance.
Inscribed are the words “Stryk jou hare! Dye dit rooi! Maak jou mooi! Jy moet
suffer vir jou beauty” (Iron/straighten your hair! Dye it red! Make yourself look nice!
You must suffer for your beauty), suggesting that beautification and preparation
was as important as the event itself. A woman is pictured hanging out washing,
another is shown ironing her clothes, and a man is having his hair cut by a barber
with a bottle of peroxide at hand. These vignettes illustrate the significance of
public and private rituals and their association with identity, acceptance and
community. Masked by the seductive beauty of the dance, a sinister undercurrent
permeates the image, suggesting pending trouble or an uncertain end. On the
surface the dancers are in fact ‘dressed up poppe’ (dolls) who later become
the ghosts of yesterday’s past. They are dancing to the tunes of the Christmas
choir bands that do not exist. What’s left is a scarred grave-like landscape with
restless souls roaming in eternal emptiness, a stark reminder of the inhumanity of
apartheid legislation and the devastation caused by the removals.
Home Sweet Home presents an insider’s view, expressing the artist’s longing and
connectedness to ‘home’. Holding pride of place at the bottom of the image is a
photograph of a bride and groom, a reminder of wedding pictures that belonged
to parents or grandparents, which were commonly hung in homes in District Six.
In this instance the inscription “Home Sweet Home” speaks to what was lost and
asserts that, for many ex-residents, ‘home’ will always be District Six.

17

Boere, the Afrikaans term for farmers,
is used colloquially to denote (white)
Afrikaners, or whites in general.

In Home Sweet Home Davis captures the tension between people trying to
maintain a sense of normality while the forced removals begin to encroach
on their reality. Centrally placed is an elderly lady sitting stoically on her chair
with folded arms. Her posture expresses a quiet resilience and spirit of defiance,
as if to say, “I’d rather die here in District Six with dignity than be removed.”
Surrounding her, are various unfolding scenes; top right Davis tactfully creates
opposing metaphors, a passing woman looks on as a truck loaded with the
belongings of an evicted family waits like a ‘hearse’ before it makes its final
departure. Inscribed below, a text declares, “Shame die boere maak nie mooi
nie” (the boere are not playing fair),17 while diagonally opposite, bottom left,
a Muslim funeral procession passes by, implying the imminent demise of
District Six. Davis freezes time in each of these scenarios by creating intensely
purposeful interconnected relationships. Top right, a man sitting on the edge of
the pavement contemplates his fate as he sees the evictions taking place, while
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Francis Street D6, 1984. Watercolour on paper, 42 x 59 cm
St Mark’s Church, 1984. Watercolour on paper, 33 x 47.5 cm
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Vanaand gat die Poppe Dans, 1994. Linocut on paper, 27 x 39 cm
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Home Sweet Home, 1994. Linocut on paper, 28.5 x 39.3 cm
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a young boy goes about his business casually pushing his cart in the opposite
direction. Bottom right, a board game of lang dam is taking place;18 the players
and an on-looker are seemingly unperturbed by the evictions around them while
opposite, a family is huddled together around the hearth of the primus stove,
going about their kitchen chores. Inscribed are the words of Welsh poet Dylan
Thomas, “Do not go gentle into that good night / Old age should burn and rage
at close of day / Rage, rage against the dying of the light.” By juxtaposing these
particular scenes, Davis draws us into the complexities of ordinary lives and
portrays the residents’ fortitude against the odds.
Home Sweet Home also acts to disrupt stereotypical representations of District
Six as a ‘coloured’ community. Top left, Davis reminds us that District Six was
an inclusive and hybrid cultural place, with the inscription “Home to Xhosa Zulu
Ovambo English Afrikaans.”

District Six Museum – a living archive
Lionel Davis’ introduction into the newly established District Six Museum
in December 1994 came at a time when he was already submerged in his
reflections on District Six.19 After completing his linocut series (earlier in that
year), he was part of a collective of artists who participated in the making
of the Museum’s inaugural exhibition titled Streets: Retracing District Six. Davis’
participation in the Streets exhibition would be the beginning of a relationship
that would develop over a number of years. To this end, the Museum has
provided an interactive platform for his creativity to be viewed through various
reflexive lenses from which he can navigate several spaces as an artist but with
the lived experience of an ex-resident, ex-political prisoner, and the knowledge
of a cultural activist, mentor, storyteller, donor and later member of the board
of trustees. Here, in the framework of the Museum as a site of memory making,
Davis’ biography is a multi-layered life story mirrored against an ongoing
‘collage’ of Museum conversations and practice.
Central to the Streets exhibition was the production of a large interactive floor
installation referred to as a ‘Memory Map’ of District Six. This work symbolically
resurfaced the erased street grid of District Six. It became the focal point for
inscription, engagement, debate and a space for retrieval with the purpose of
inviting ex-residents to ‘reclaim’ their physical addresses. The outer border of
the map is made up of selective poems, writings and individual artworks each
speaking to the street life of District Six. Davis’ linocut prints are amongst these
artworks featured on the map as well as in the body of the exhibition.
18

A board game played in District Six. It
is similar to draughts but played on a
much bigger board.

19

The timely birth of the District Six
Museum in December of 1994 was
spurred on by the support of strong
civic organisational action and was
re-enforced by a post-apartheid reconciliatory agenda. Its mission was
to preserve the memory of District
Six, and to further create opportunities to mobilise this process.

20 Under the pretext of the development and construction of the Eastern Boulevard in 1963, the African
Methodist Church in Chapel Street
and surrounding homes were demolished. This took place before District
Six was officially declared a ‘whites
only’ area in 1966.

Positioned at the bottom right hand corner of the map, Davis’
commemorative painting of the Chapel Street African Methodist Church
has prominence and beckons ones attention to seek out its relevance.20
This image foregrounds elders of the church with a central focus on three
choir women all dressed in matching uniforms: white hats and collars with
red blouses and black skirts. In the background one can see the church
and adjoining buildings. Once again, the artist raises our awareness of the
racial ‘underbelly’ of District Six and its disingenuous appearances; here on
the map he disrupts the contemporary representations of District Six as the
quintessential ‘coloured’ area and makes an appeal that these conversations
be voiced and made visible in the public domain.
Artists like Lionel Davis, Peter Clarke, Fatima February, Roderick Sauls, and many
others, in the context of developing the creative content of the Museum, are
more than just ‘aesthetic interpreters’ in their role as retrievers, assemblers and
narrators of histories. Emile Maurice, an art historian, elaborates that their input
“is an act of self-articulation and empowerment in itself, a way of organising
latent attitudes and feelings about their respective past in District Six. But it is, of
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District Six Memory Map (detail)
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course, more than just a question of insiders making sense of, and defining their
past through images for themselves. They are also participants – artist as social
actors rather than resigned bystanders – in the re-invention of District Six from
their point of view.”21

21

Emile Maurice, “The Sore on the
Queen’s Forehead,” in District Six Images and Representation (Cape Town:
District Six Museum, 1995), 15.

22 Kanala is a Malay word that means
to help one another or to share.

In making these artworks, Lionel Davis created a ‘space’ for reconnection,
sharing with us his intimate relationships with people and the spirit of place.
His early drawings as a young child on the streets of District Six were done not
knowing where they would lead him to or where they would land. Ironically,
many years later his artwork landed on the District Six ‘Memory Map’ in the
District Six Museum, a ‘homecoming’ if you like. It is here in the atmosphere
of collective memory making that Davis reminds us not about what was
lost but rather how to remember and about the ordinary things that matter.
He challenges us to think about District Six and see beyond the superficial.
He reminds us how to listen to its voice, its songs, its silence, to the rage in
its politics, and he invites us to enter its domesticity, celebrate its culture,
grapple with its identity, mourn in its loss and to never give up. Through the
tactility of the everyday, Davis is able to reflect upon his experiences without
flinching and is able to create a collection of visual stories that bring us closer
to the conversations within ourselves, and the necessity to pursue acts of
remembrance that keep questioning our sense of humanity.
With his lessons and teachings of what District Six meant and means, Lionel
Davis embodies a spirit of kanala22 – in sharing his art and life in the context of
the Museum he takes on the role of a living archive, acting as an incentive to us
all to continue building new memories.
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District Six Memory Map (detail)
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